*Athletic shoes are the safest for playing – NO GOING BAREFOOT
*Caution – equipment is slippery when wet
*Team Equipment Bag – Each Team has an equipment bag – Please take care of the equipment.
* PLEASE tell an adult if a ball goes over the fence.
** Last recess group should take down the tetherballs, place in barrel, and return to inside front doors.**
*An adult must be on the field for field games
*People are not targets – No throwing leaves, snowballs, wood chips or other objects
*Tree area – stay in front of the trees – no climbing trees at school
*Keep hands and feet to self – no carrying or lifting people
*Pretend fighting or pretend shooting are not safe
*Toys, make-up, electronic games, any type of trading cards should not be on the playground
*Keep our playground clean- Do not be a litter bug.
*NO FOOTBALL
*Rubber Bouncy Ball – for bouncing – no kicking because the ball goes over the fence
*Two-Finger Touch for Tag
*ADULTS – PLEASE REMEMBER TO: MOVE – SCAN- INTERACT

**Climbing Barn** – Free standing is dangerous – hold with hands – TOP BAR IS OFF LIMITS

**Fence**
   a) Climbing on or shaking it will damage the fence
   b) Students may sit on the curb

**Jump Ropes** - use for jumping

**Monkey Bars** – Use hands to cross – no walking or standing on top bars

**Rings**
   a) Putting feet inside the rings is dangerous
   b) Climbing on the top support poles is dangerous

**Slide**
   a) Face forward, sit-down on your bottom is the safest way
   b) Keep hands to self

**Swings**
   a) One person per swing
   b) Sit-down on your bottom, not stomach – this is the safest way
   c) Standing on, twisting in or jumping from a swing is dangerous
   d) Running under the swing doing an underdog is dangerous
   e) Ask before you push someone who is sitting in a swing
   f) Climbing on the swing-set poles is dangerous – OFF LIMITS
   g) Teacher permission to use the swing with the safety harness

**Tetherball** – tap the ball – please do not pull on the rope or ball

**Tower** - Sit on the top bar – no standing

**Wallball** – East wall only

**New Playground** - Climbing on overhead purple support poles is dangerous – OFF LIMITS

**Sky Runner**
   a) Use own feet to make it move – no pushing or touching each other
   b) Use hands to hold on – no feet
   c) Standing by center pole or sitting on top pole or bars is dangerous – OFF LIMITS
   d) Using coats to move it is dangerous
   e) Standing by the center pole is dangerous